KABLOONA
Peacefully, Angutjuk took up a magazine, looked at the
pictures upside down, and put the magazine back on the table.
Eyes half shut, he seemed to be dreaming, and I imagined that
behind that motionless face a series of hunting-grounds was
passing through his thoughts. He opened his eyes and spoke:
'Inut-koak. Oo-van-ga* Slowly the syllables came out: cAn old
man, I.' There again was Eskimo coquetry, put on to bring
forth my protest. Or did he really mean it? For there must be
grand old hunters like this man who with the coming of great
age feel themselves no longer what they were and are ready for
death. They die — I have seen it happen — simply because they
have decided to give up the struggle; and once they have made
up their minds not to go on living, the body ceases to do its
work and life goes out of them in the simplest, the most in-
explicable fashion.
*
I do not believe that I was inordinately slow to learn some-
thing of the Eskimo mentality, but I must say that the more I
learnt the greater seemed to me the difficulty of penetrating it.
Everything, presumably, has a logic of its own; and certainly
if the Eskimo mind operated in accordance with a species of
logic, that logic was not ours/ The Eskimo did not appear to me
to reason at all, but to brood, to ruminate, to grapple with
something— perhaps not a thought but at any rate an image;
and in grappling to become absorbed in that image to the point
of obsession. And although what I have said elsewhere about
the degree of pleasure he takes from his life is true, although I
am able to say again that the Eskimos are, taken all in all, the
most cheerful people I have yet lived among; nevertheless, in
their moments of despondency they are capable of an intensity
of moodiness and a readiness to surrender this life that is irrecon-
cilable with their virtually constant and general cheerfulness.
*
I had not been a week at the Post when Tutiak, my first
Eskimo acquaintance, came in one morning with his lower lip
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